. Beyond Problems
"Existing problems cannot be solved at the
same level of consciousness that created
them.”—Albert Einstein

harmony with Nature; work in tune with your
purpose; and develop mental clarity, purity of
heart, and spiritual peace. This timeless wisdom
includes knowledge of:

We humans often make futile attempts
to solve problems at the same level all the time.
Henry Thoreau noted: “For every thousand
hacking at the leaves of evil, there is one striking
at the root.” Heaven on Earth Coaching™
strikes at the root of a person’s existence—
watering that root, your inner Being—so that the
leaves, fruits, and bark of the tree of your life
can be nourished. This unique coaching uses
behavior, speech, thinking, feeling, and intuition
to increase joy, and create the life you truly
desire. It helps solve problems, and prevents
others from emerging in the first place. While
this coaching strengthens your individuality, it
also opens access to the Universal part of your
nature.

* Karma, the Law of Action
* Dharma (Action attuned to Cosmic Law)
* Higher States of Consciousness
*Enlightenment itself
Being in tune with Nature frees you
from struggle, attracts greater synchronicity, and
inspires far more support from the Universe for
the fulfillment of your desires than you’ve
dreamed possible. As Taoist Huai Nan Tzu said,
“He who conforms to the course of the Tao,
following the natural processes of Heaven and
Earth, finds it easy to manage the whole world.”

Beyond Life Coaching
“To a mind that is still, the whole universe
surrenders.”—Chuang Tzu

Heaven on Earth Coaching
“Earth’s crammed with Heaven.”
—Elizabeth Barrett Browning
If you watch the news out of
Washington, it seems as if Reality itself is under
attack. In such a bumpy environment, how can
you truly find your ultimate Reality? The
deeper truth is that the Truth you’ve been
seeking --perhaps in Saturday Yoga classes or
by dabbling in meditation—has also been
seeking you. Heaven on Earth Coaching helps
the two of you to meet in harmony and peace.
It draws upon humanity’s timeless
wisdom—from the Hebrews, Jesus, Buddha,
Lao Tzu, and the Vedas--to coach you to create
the life that you were truly born to live. It
incorporates time-tested principles of how the
Universe works, so that you can flow in

Most Life Coaching, and the
Breakthrough Coaching Basic Program, are
concerned with solving your individual
problems. Heaven on Earth Coaching goes
beyond that to create universal breakthroughs. It
does so by combining powerful shifts in
thinking,
speaking,
and action, while
incorporating the all-important, but overlooked,
third field of life: the field of Being. It does this
by
contacting
your
higher
Self--the
Transcendent Itself--located beyond thinking at
the deepest level of your mind. This contact is
beyond words—“unbounded awareness” and
“deep peace” are about the best we have so far.
“The still mind of the sage is a mirror
of heaven and earth—the glass of all things.”
—Chuang Tzu

Connection to your true Self provides
greater clarity of thinking to see solutions where
before you saw only problems. This enables you
to plunge energetically into action with greater
enthusiasm and defined purpose, leading to
greater accomplishments and fulfillment.
Life Coaching solves problems in a
timely manner, Heaven on Earth Coaching
creates bigger breakthroughs in a timeless
manner. That’s because contacting the
Transcendent, outside of the field of time itself,
infuses timelessness into your mind, letting you
create from the silence and power of the Eternal
Now. This effortless meditation, carried on by
the same Intelligence that beats the heart in your
chest and breathes oxygen into your lungs,
empowers your nervous system to purify itself of
toxins, fatigue, and long-standing stress.

Goals of this Coaching
The goals of Heaven on Earth Coaching are
holistic, long-lasting, and transformational.
They include:
* Self-Realization
* Loving relationships
* Being at peace with one and all
* Deeply fulfilling family life
* Right thinking
* Harmonious speaking
* Life-supporting behavior
* Prosperity
* “Lovelihood”—fulfilling work
“You are not a human being having a spiritual
experience, you are a spiritual being having a
human experience.”--Teilhard de Chardin

